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Do you play a musical instrument? Here are the best ways to memorize music, explained step-
by step. Build a repertoire of pieces that you can play without the score!Now in its third edition
(September 2017), "How to memorize Music" has been expanded to include a new chapter that
teaches you how to use the power of suggestion to reach an even higher level of expertise in the
area of learning musical scores by heart.Though mainly for those who play the piano, or other
keyboard instrument, these methods can also be used profitably by other instrumentalists, or
even singers.Subjects dealt with include (among others):Three basic types of music
memorization“Finger memory” and all that is involved in itMemorizing by hearingMemorizing
from the scoreHow I memorize musicLearning a piece better by… not practicing it!How to deal
with frustration when memorizingHarnessing the Power of Suggestion (new in the third edition)If
you are a musician, and wish to systematically expand your memorized repertoire, this book is
for you!
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Leon A Le Leu, “Bolton 's approaches work. I have been a poor musical memoriser for many
years; perhaps since my early teens. It is the sort of thing one tends to hide; people know you
play the piano and then ask you to play. I dread that because I do not have a significant
memorised repertoire although I can play many pieces if I have the music.David Bolton’s book is
extremely useful and highly practical. It takes some of the ideas from the Gieseking-Leimer
approach but makes them more accessible; he adds lots of ideas of his own. He goes through
many situations in which memory lapses can occur and offers solutions.He indicates that a poor
musical memory is not uncommon but is not terminal; something can be done about it. He
provides a set of solutions which will sometimes reinforce each other. His use of music in PDF
form has facilitated new approaches to assisting with memory.I have looked at several books on
improving musical memory but have not found them worthwhile. In contrast, Bolton’s book says
a lot that is new, practical and immediately applicable.”

Karin Singleton, “A new way to look at music. I have played the piano for over 50 years and
swore up and down that I cannot memorize music. As I found out that I could not memorize
music the way I had always tried it.I departed a bit from the book recommendation and started
with a piece that I am familiar with. After one week, I had it memorized. More importantly, in many
ways, is that I actually have a deeper understanding of the piece. I never played it better because
now I actually see where my fingers are going.”

Mercedes, “Excellent guide to memorizing music. I have been trying to understand the ways that
we memorize music. This book has clearly outlined each method and how we incorporate all of
them together. It is a very helpful book.”

Clark Hamilton, “These techniques really work. I had always relied on finger memory but could
never memorize anything but short pieces. But then I tried a technique learned from this book
and was amazed at the result. By placing the sheet music to the right of my keyboard, only
memorizing one phrase at a time, and playing only from memory, I could memorize a more
lengthy piece without struggle. Recommended!”

Timothy French, “Many Good Tips. Good at Encouraging that memorizing music is for all of us. A
lot of very good pointers on memorization (tips and tricks) as well as good motivation to knuckle
down and do it. The writer is convincing that he speaks from experience as a teacher and
performer and is a clear, entertaining, and concise writer that gets to the point. He in no way
suffers from the problems of many small book writers on amazon that tend to be opinion writers
who don't back up their thesis.”

B-T, “Great advice. Although this technique is based on one major premise, the author presents



a systematic approach to learning and memorizing music. This is not intuitive and it is a little
tedious but has already helped me in the few days since implementing these techniques.”

tealfishing, “A helpful book. I've played for years, often memorizing song forms and chords,
improvising around them, but I've not had much luck memorizing songs from a score. After
reading this, I am much more equipped to perfect my memorizing and performing my classical
repertoire.”

Jocelyne, “Changing my Mindset. Having read this little book has opened up many new ways for
me to Memorize my music. It also gave me a clear picture of what I needed to become a good
pianist. I realized that I wasn't working well. Now I know what is required of me in order to
become better than I am. It also gave me a break. I was being a bit hard on myself and this
book has helped me relax a bit.  Thank you kindly for this wonderful book.”

Paul D Archer / PACE AUSTRALIA, “Very practical way to memorise music. I’ve always struggled
to memorise music. David’s book showed me why. The fault has been in my approach. I wish I’d
read his work years ago. Refreshingly different to all the other volumes and advice on memory
skills. I now have a different mindset and better set of tools for the job.”

Rob Marchand, “You don't need to fear memorizing.. Many music students almost panic at the
idea of memorizing. Bolton has erased the fear factor and clearly indicates how in fact it can be
fun to memorize--though there is work and effort involved.With pragmatic "how to" guidance and
suggestions, he leads the way for us.At the same time, this work is also filled with solid practice
suggestions.”

Marlene R., “Simple to follow. Very useful.. Although you would think that the concepts here are
a given, I was surprised at how little of it I actually did. Usually I just tried to repeat the
movements and wondered why I never got through the whole piece, except in very simple
cases.  This book gives you a simple to follow method that will work over time.”

The book by David Bolton has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 63 people have provided feedback.
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